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A design teAm thAt celebrAtes 
elegAnt simplicity would 
nAturAlly vAlue An it service 
which provides thAt benefit

the firm’s residential 
projects have been 
featured on the 
television program 
Sandcastles, and 
in magazines like 
Vogue Living, Belle 
and Elle Decoration. 
robert mills’ 
designs, whether 
for residences or 
offices, are known 
for expressing 
sophistication 
through simplicity.

Director Robert Mills describes their previous IT service as  
“an ad hoc service, not a…proactive service, so problems might 
arise and then we would react to fix them. We were not able to 
predict what problems would arise, and therefore how much 
time would be spent.”

Mr Mills recalls IT troubles such as “fluctuating costs, always 
different. More downtime, as the service had to come into the 
office to troubleshoot. Fairly stop-start productivity, with some 
delay because of the external visits.”

Robert Mills Architects needed a simple, elegant IT solution, 
and it found the perfect fit in ITtelligent’s SmartCare service. 
SmartCare’s managed IT service offered the studio 24/7 
remote system monitoring that prevented small problems from 
becoming big ones. Proactive troubleshooting reduced the 
need for onsite IT service calls to the studio. Mr Mills says that 
SmartCare has resulted in “less downtime by 15 to 20 percent, 
definitely. So that makes the cost worthwhile.”
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 - especially if its previous IT service was less than 
streamlined. Robert Mills’ old IT service was not as 
well designed as the studio it served.

robert mills Architects
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the studio now pays a single, 
fixed monthly service fee, 
regardless of timing, or the 
amount of support needed.  
mr mills adds that smartcare is 
“good value in terms of usage 
vs. costs… whatever the time 
spent on troubleshooting, it’s 
all included.”

The studio now receives unlimited 
onsite, remote and phone IT support. 
It receives preventative maintenance, 
such as server and network 
monitoring, daily maintenance and 
backup reporting, server checks, 
antivirus and antispam measures, 
and monthly system health reports. 
It also receives the benefit of system 
advice in areas such as project 
management and remote access, 
and help with setup of new devices.

When his design firm switched 
from the old service to ITtelligent’s 
SmartCare, Mr Mills noticed the 
difference. “It’s a holistic service, an 
excellent system, where proactive 
monitoring of the office - all in 
the background - is essential, and 
minimizes any problems before they 
get out of hand. This is so important, 
especially when there is a lot of data 
at stake… we are being monitored, 
and data is protected.”

 “The implementation went 
smoothly, and now the service is 
a constant, with access always 
possible through remote control. 
The IT service response times are 
always good, especially relative to 
the problem, and there is follow up 
on all queries. There’s less downtime 
and delay, so we can continue to 
work, even if there is an issue in the 
background.” 

Our studio has grown  
a lot in the time we have  
had ITtelligent’s service.  

Their support has been crucial 
in that growth, and will continue 

to be, as we continue to  
grow into the future.

“

“

Robert Mills
robert mills Architects

SMARTCARE™

provided the 
firm unlimited 
it support, At  
A consistent, 
predictAble 
cost 
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SMARTCARE™

CALL US NOW ON: 1300 88 90 95
or email us at support@ittelligent.com.au 

www.ittelligent.com.au

Unlimited onsite, remote and phone IT support.
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